PahaQue Wilderness, Inc Little Guy ScreenRoom
SETUP INSTRUCTIONS

How to set up your Little Guy ScreenRoom by PahaQue Wilderness


SET-UP----Your tent can be easily set-up in 5 minutes or less by two people, if you follow the
basic sequence detailed below. If time allows, we would recommend that you read through these
instructions in their entirety and do a practice set-up at home before taking the tent into the
wilderness. Then you can be sure all components are present & functional, and proceed through
the set-up sequence at a leisurely pace to learn the most efficient techniques.



TAKE DOWN --- For the take down, simply reverse the set-up sequence.



LONG TERM STORAGE --- Your ScreenRoom is more likely to be damaged by mold,
mildew or bacteria during storage than by elements while set up and in use. Make sure that all
food or other organic material is removed and that your tent is thoroughly dry before packing
into the stuff bag. If you have to pack up and leave the campsite while your tent is damp, set it up
later at home & allow it to dry thoroughly for long-term storage.


ALUMINUM POLES --- Take care in handling the poles during set-up and take down when
they are most vulnerable to accidental damage. The poles, especially the long "arch poles", will
take a slight bend or "set" after use. This is normal and does not impair their function. Never use
the poles for anything other than to support the tent.
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To set up the tent body:

Webbing with grommets
at all four corners

1. Unpack the tent & lay it out with the teal green top facing up on a level site on the ground.
2. Locate the lower corner webbing with the grommets and stretch the four corners so the tent lays
square on the ground.
3. Unfold and assemble the 8 poles. Be sure sections are fully engaged. This is very important.
4. Locate the 2 mesh pole sleeves sewn into the roof. The sleeves cross at the center of the roof.
5. Insert the 2 long "arch" poles through the continuous pole sleeves.
6. With the tent remaining on the ground, engage the elbow-end of the vertical corner poles into the
ends of the "arch" poles at 4 corners. Be sure sections are fully engaged.
7. With 2-people, simultaneously lift any 2 adjacent corner poles & seat pole tips into floor corner
grommets, use inside grommets. Repeat this at the other 2 corners.
8. Once the tent is erect, it can be repositioned & the corners staked out to smooth out the wrinkles.
9. The 3 awning poles are used for the awning flap that extends over the roof of trailer. Additional
Awning Pole Kits and be purchased at www.teardropshope.com for the remaining awning flaps.

NOTE: Download additional copies of these instructions at www.pahaque.com

*Avoid prolonged exposure to the sun! UV damage is considered normal wear
and tear, and is not covered by your lifetime warranty.
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Attaching the Little Guy ScreenRoom to your Trailer:

NOTE: Beginning in 2013, Little Guy is installing a gutter rail above and below
the trailer door (see photo at right), for use in attaching the ScreenRoom to the
Trailer. If you have an older model Little Guy trailer, you will need to purchase
LGSR10A Mounting Kit in order for your ScreenRoom to attach to your trailer.
You can call us toll-free at 888.700.TENT (8368) or visit www.pahaquecustom.com for further
information.

Gutter Rail installed above
and below trailer door

On the latest version of the Little Guy ScreenRoom, there have been a number of improvements, such as
the use of a separating door collar which simplifies attachment of the ScreenRoom to your trailer, and
provides a very strong connection.
Zipper starting point

Steps for attaching the ScreenRoom to the Trailer:
1. Locate the door collar sleeve that is included with your ScreenRoom. You will
notice that one edge of the collar has two drawstrings, the other has a zipper.
2. Start by slightly tightening both drawstrings. This will make attaching the collar to
the door gutter mount a bit easier.
3. Place the door collar onto the trailer by placing the drawstring edge into the
gutter around the trailer door perimeter. ALSO, make sure the zipper starting
point is positioned at the top. This will position the drawstrings on either side
of the door, NOT at the top and bottom.

Collar installed on trailer
gutter rail. Note drawstrings
are on both sides.

4. Once the collar is properly positioned, tighten both drawstrings until the collar is securely in place in
the gutter around the door.
5. Now you can slide your ScreenRoom next to the trailer, and position it so that the door opening on
the tent body correctly aligns with the trailer door and tent collar.
6. From the inside, use the zipper to attach the tent body to the collar connector.
7. That’s it! Your Little Guy ScreenRoom by PahaQue is now securely attached to your Little Guy
trailer.

*You can also view a video of this setup procedure by visiting the
PahaQue YouTube channel at www.youtube.com/PahaQueCamping
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